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Altio

We are a team of business aviation experts with over 20 
years of total experience and hundreds of projects and 
successful flights. 

Our partners value us for our professional approach and 
efficiency. We use the best international practices and can 
anticipate all non-standard situations.



Charter flights



Charter flights

VIP lounges are 
at your disposal

 Aircraft is all yours

Quick check-in and 
passport control

ー Wide selection of airports and aircraft 

ー Departure time of your choice 

ー Aircraft will wait for you if you are delayed 

ー Aircraft is all yours and you choose who will fly with you 

ー Complete privacy 

ー VIP lounges are at your disposal 

ー Quick check-in and passport control, no need to arrive early



Altio unique expertise 

ー International team experience since 2005 

ー Direct contracts with business jet operators 

ー Control of all stages of the flight 

ー Personal manager 

ー Catering, security and accommodation arrangements



Long-term flight programs



Benefits

ー Great option for frequent flyers 

ー Consistently high quality of service 

ー Quick response to the flight requests and readiness of
     aircraft at any time 

ー Predictable operation costs 

ー The feel of flying your own private jet



Selection of a personal flight program

ー Reliability from world’s leading companies 

ー Better conditions and pricing for Altio customers 

ー Altio is an independent player and acts on behalf of the client



New aircraft acquisition



New aircraft acquisition Altio benefits

ー Aircraft configuration tailored to your needs and wishes 

ー Dealing directly with the manufacturers 

ー Managing all transactions and aircraft construction
     supervision 

ー We recommend the country of registration and maintenance
     services



Pre-owned aircraft acquisition Altio benefits

ー Pre-selection from all available aircraft, including off-market

ー Customer visual inspections, pre-purchase technical
     inspections 

ー Preparation of documents for a secure transaction 

ー Offering solutions for aircraft registration, leasing,
     management and maintenance



Consulting



Consulting

ー Aircraft market price assessment and fair value offer 

ー Receive warnings about “hidden icebergs” of private flights 

ー Protection against unpleasant surprises and unscrupulous
     suppliers 

ー Aircraft acquisition on a turnkey basis
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